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ABSTRACT 
Rich volcanic soils have long attracted human settlements, which have traded the risk of 
eruption against the benefits of higher agricultural yields. Yet little research has been done on 
how societies have normalised the risks and adapted to living in proximity to volcanoes, or 
how those modifications, in turn, might have influenced the effects of eruptions and their 
consequent hazards. In short, people have co-evolved with volcanoes to create ‘co-volcanic 
societies’. By looking closely at the Philippines and focusing on one region of southern 
Luzon around Mount Mayon, this article addresses the question of how people and the 
volcano have ‘co-adapted’ to living in proximity to one another over time. It also suggests 
that to make societies more resilient to volcanic hazards, a better understanding of this 
relationship is required not only to improve current disaster risk reduction policies but even to 
inform everyday urban planning and civil engineering decisions. 
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Volcanoes are one of the most powerful forces of nature. Single eruptions have devastated 
cities, modified landscapes and even altered climates. Historical case studies demonstrate the 
devastating impact of eruptions. The eruption of Tambora (Indonesia) in 1815 perhaps 
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changed the course of European history (the Battle of Waterloo) and triggered the ‘year 
without a summer’.1 In 1902, pyroclastic density currents killed over 28,000 people and 
destroyed the city of St Pierre, the ‘Paris of the Caribbean,’ during the eruption of Mount 
Pelée (Martinique). The lahars from Mount Pinatubo (Philippines) in 1991, the second largest 
terrestrial eruption of the twentieth century, altered the topography of Central Luzon. Since 
1900, nearly 5 million people have been affected by volcanic events and over 91,000 people 
have died directly from ash asphyxiation, thermal injuries from pyroclastic density currents, 
and trauma. Moreover, these figures are unlikely to reflect the true extent of casualties given 
the inconsistent reporting of such events, particularly with respect to the number of injured 
and affected.2 Approximately 9 per cent of the global population or more than 500 million 
people now live within the potential exposure range of the 550 or so active volcanoes that 
have erupted within the last 10,000 years.3 As populations continue to grow, an increasing 
number of urban centres located near active volcanoes will place more people, property and 
infrastructure at risk than ever before. 
Despite the self-evident dangers of living too close to a volcano, fertile soils have 
long attracted human settlements, whose residents have traded the risk of an eruption against 
the advantage of higher agricultural yields. As yet, however, little research has been done on 
the manner in which societies have normalised the risks and adapted to living in close 
proximity to volcanoes: how communities have co-evolved with volcanoes, balancing the 
benefits of rich soils and good harvests against the threat of sudden death and destruction, 
and, by their activities, modifying the landscape and so affecting the course of eruptions, to 
create what can be called ‘co-volcanic societies’. Through history, people have learnt to live 
with volcanoes in different ways. Some people have ‘moved’ their city to safer locations. In 
Costa Rica, the capital was transferred from Cartago (founded 1563) to San José in 1823 
because of the constant destruction wrought by Irazú Volcano. Other people have sought to 
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appease volcanoes by deifying them. Hawaiian islanders and the Maori of Aotearoa/New 
Zealand elaborated religious practices around their daily activities as a form of psychological 
accommodation to the danger of living with volcanoes. Still others have tried to structurally 
modify the landscape through feats of engineering: the Romans in the fifth century BCE 
constructed a tunnel to regulate the level of the volcanic Lake Albano in Italy.4  
By looking closely at the Philippines, ranked as the second most dangerous country in 
the world to live in, and focusing on one region of southern Luzon around Mount Mayon, the 
most active volcano in the archipelago, this article addresses the question of how people have 
co-adapted to living in close proximity to a volcano over time.5 It proposes two related 
propositions: that communities and cultures are shaped by living with the constant threat of 
volcanic eruptions, and that the course (not the type or timing) of such eruptions, particularly 
the flow of lava and lahars are altered by human modifications of the surrounding landscape. 
It also suggests that to make society more resilient to volcanic hazards, a better understanding 
of this relationship is required not only to improve current disaster risk reduction policies but 
even to inform everyday urban planning and civil engineering decisions. The Philippines 
provide just such a landscape of risk from which to explore the concept of ‘co-volcanic 
societies’. The country has 23 active volcanoes, has experienced at least one killer eruption 
claiming more than 1,000 lives each century for the last 200 years (Mayon Volcano in 1814 
and Taal Volcano in 1911) and, in Mount Pinatubo in 1991, has been subjected to the largest 
eruption ever to have affected a densely populated area in the archipelago. Just as 
Popocatepetl and Iztaccihuatl cast their shadows over the protagonists’ lives in Malcolm 
Lowry’s masterful novel (1947) of the same name, so have the communities around Mount 






Scholars have long been intrigued by the idea that people who are frequently exposed to 
hazard adapt their behaviour to accommodate risk and that these patterns can become 
embedded to some extent in cultures over time. Harry Moore is credited with first coining the 
term ‘disaster subculture’ to describe ‘those adjustments, actual and potential, social, 
psychological and physical, which are used by residents of such areas in their efforts to cope 
with disasters which have struck or which tradition indicates may strike in the future’.6 
Moore was writing about how people who lived in coastal communities acted as Hurricane 
Carla hit Texas in September 1961, and he explained their behaviour as pertaining to a 
‘hurricane subculture’. Moore never went on to fully formulate his ideas; this was left to a 
research paper by Dennis Wenger and Jack Weller written nearly a decade later. Based on 
research carried out in a number of communities across the United States regularly affected 
by flooding and hurricanes, they sought to uncover the existence of disaster subcultures 
through indices that showed ‘the perpetuation of successful patterns of adaptation to the 
disaster context through socialization’.7 Rather than viewing disaster subcultures as special 
arrangements apart from the general culture of the community that are resorted to in times of 
need, more in the way Moore argued, Wenger and Weller regard the subcultural traits that 
evolved out of the experience of disasters as fully integrated into the dominant non-disaster 
culture, able to be passed down from one generation to the next, and as transmissible to new 
community members. They went on to identify three factors that appear to be crucial to the 
emergence of a disaster subculture within a community: that a hazard has to be repetitive, of 
such a nature as to allow a period of forewarning, and that its consequences inflict significant 
damage to human and material resources.8  
As the factors identified by Wenger and Weller indicate, these scholars were 
particularly concerned with recurring hazards such as hurricanes/typhoons and floods that 
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promoted cultural adaptations in affected communities through the regularity of their 
occurrence. Earthquakes, too, if communities are located on tectonic faults, also satisfy these 
criteria: they occur at frequent if irregular intervals, people living in seismically active areas 
know they are at risk, and the consequences inflict significant losses in terms of mortality and 
material damage.9 The historical frequency of earthquakes in Japan, for instance, has shaped 
the material and symbolic culture of that society to such an extent that Greg Clancey dubbed 
it an ‘earthquake nation’.10 With reference to the 1999 Kocaeli (Izmit) earthquake in western 
Turkey, Jacqueline Homan and Warren Eastward recognise a ‘seismic culture’ comprised of 
very specific adaptations to the hazard of earthquakes. They define seismic cultures as those 
having: ‘The knowledge (both pragmatic and theoretical) that has built up in a community 
exposed to seismic risks through time’.11  
This knowledge may be expressed in a society’s architectural forms and building 
techniques, as in the case of Japan and Turkey, or it may be embedded in a community’s 
local knowledge and oral traditions. In non-literate societies or where literacy is the preserve 
of the elite, important evidence on the history of past disasters and communities’ successful 
coping practices may be embedded in the myths, legends and rituals passed down through the 
generations. While these narratives may constitute a record of a culture’s memory of past 
geological events such as major floods, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, the information 
is often expressed in metaphorical language to ensure its faithful recollection and 
dissemination, and so requires careful decoding of its symbolism.12 It is also often a 
mechanism for attributing meaning and responsibility to some external source, whether it be a 
god or hero, for an event beyond the human power to comprehend or control, and so provides 
a culturally acceptable explanation to reduce collective trauma.13  
Whether cultural adaptation takes place, however, when the hazard occurs less 
frequently such as in the case of a volcano is a more difficult question to answer. While a 
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volcano’s dominance of a surrounding landscape is a constant visible reminder to those who 
live around its base of potential risk, the infrequency with which volcanoes erupt, with some 
lying dormant for centuries, usually creates a sense of complacency among the surrounding 
population, who forget the threat to which they are exposed. For instance, the explosive 
eruption of Mount Pinatubo in 1991 occurred after some 400 to 500 years of inactivity. These 
cataclysmic eruptions, however, often provide little opportunity for cultural learning and 
frequently lead to the abandonment of the immediate area and the relocation of the population 
to a new site.14 Other volcanoes, however, erupt with much greater frequency: Kilauea on 
Hawaii is the world’s most active volcano, followed by Etna in Italy, and Piton de la 
Fournaise on the island of Réunion. As a consequence, local populations there have had to 
adapt to living with the likelihood that an eruption might occur at any time and take steps to 
mitigate the risk. Over time, these measures become embedded in local cultures. 
In his study of villagers’ adaptation to living on the slopes of Mount Merapi, the most 
active volcano in Indonesia, for instance, Michael Dove noted the way that the local 
agricultural economy not only ‘naturalised’ but actually utilised volcanic perturbations to the 
extent that they could be said to have created ‘a culture of volcanic hazard’.15 Moreover, he 
argues that even the concept of natural hazards likely co-evolved with the hazards themselves 
so that natural perturbations and their cultural construction have historically developed in 
tandem.16 The more recent focus on interdisciplinary research has also led to what Katherine 
Donovan calls the emergence of ‘social volcanology’ as a means of reducing volcanic risk by 
an examination of local societies.17  
The necessity for such research in the Philippines is pressing given that more than 80 
per cent of the total national population live in close proximity to an active volcano, one of 
the highest concentrations of people in the world.18 City dwellers, however, all too soon 
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forget the customary lore and local practices that helped ensure the safety of their rural 
forebears, and so put themselves and their families at greater risk when eruptions occur. 
An archipelago located off Indochina in the western Pacific, the land area of the 
Philippines totals little more than 300,000 square kilometres spread over more than 7,000 
islands. The archipelago lies on the Pacific Rim of Fire, a 48,000 kilometre long horseshoe 
rimming the Pacific Ocean from Indonesia to Chile where over 75 per cent of all volcanoes in 
the world are located and where nearly 90 per cent of the world’s earthquakes happen. 
Wedged between the much larger Pacific and Eurasian tectonic plates, the continuous 
collision and subduction of the small Philippine Sea Plate make the archipelago an area of 
extreme geophysical activity.19 Disasters, therefore, are simply a fact of life for most 
Filipinos. A socially and economically vulnerable population of more than 100 million where 
over one in four families live below the poverty line combines with one of the world’s most 




Volcanic activity has been frequent and destructive in the Philippines. Currently there are 23 
volcanoes in the archipelago listed by the Philippine Institute of Volcanology and Seismology 
(PHIVOLCS) as active. Active volcanoes are those with either a documented eruption within 
historical times (that is, the last 600 years) or where an eruption can be shown to have taken 
place within the last 10,000 years based on analyses of datable materials.21 The two most 
active volcanoes in the country are Taal Volcano and Mayon Volcano. Taal is located in 
central Luzon less than 50 kilometres from the densely populated capital city of Manila, and 
it has erupted over thirty times since 1572, most notably in 1911, when it killed 1,300 people. 
Its eruptions are sometimes accompanied by tsunami-like waves as the water in the caldera 
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from which the volcano rises often inundates the surrounding countryside, flooding towns 
and settlements.22 The archipelago’s most active volcano, however, is Mount Mayon in 
Albay, the second most southerly province on the main island of Luzon. Mayon is a 
stratovolcano with a perfectly shaped cone and a basal circumference of 63 km that rises to 
an elevation of over 2600m. Known locally in the Bikol language as Daragang Magayón (the 
Beautiful Lady), the volcano has erupted over fifty times since February 1616, when a 
passing Dutch explorer, Joris van Spilbergen, recorded an eruption in his ship’s log and 
described the mountain as ‘constantly burning’ and being ‘full of sulphur and such-like 
things’.23 
 
FIG>Figure 1 near here 
 
However, there are few recorded accounts of eruptions prior to 23 October 1766, 
when ‘a horrendous explosion’ caused a river of molten lava ‘fathoms-wide’ to flow down 
the sides of the volcano and devastate the town of Malinao and the surrounding villages, 
killing many hundreds of people.24 Undoubtedly, there were many other eruptions before the 
nineteenth century that have yet to be documented; the fifty or so subsequent events suggest 
that the volcano has erupted frequently and there is little reason to suppose that activity in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was any different. Subsequent to the eruption of Mayon 
in 1800, however, there is a detailed historical record of volcanic activity. Most of these 
eruptions have been fairly minor with a volcanic explosivity index (VEI) of two or less. 
Despite this low VEI, the volcano has often been in a continuous eruptive state for decades at 
a time. In the 1850s, for example, there were two minor eruptions of ash in 1851, a major 
eruption on 13 July 1853 that killed 33 people and destroyed many houses, another on 22 
March 1855, and yet another in 1857 that produced so much ash that it reportedly killed all 
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the bees in the region. The volcano was active ‘almost without interruption’ in 1858, while a 
resplendent glowing cone lit up the night sky on most clear nights between 1859 and 1860.25  
On still other occasions, however, the volcano vented its full fury. The deadliest 
recorded eruption took place on 1 February 1814. An immense column of smoke and ash rose 
suddenly from the summit and spread rapidly, completely darkening the sky while a torrent 
of fire, lava and incandescent stones flowed down the southern flanks of the volcano 
‘devastating, burning and consuming everything in its path’.26 According to contemporary 
descriptions, the death toll reached 1,200, and three towns were completely devastated and 
two others partially destroyed. Another major eruption began on 23 June 1897 and lasted for 
four days. Huge columns of dust-laden vapour escaped from the crater, while great quantities 
of molten lava and incandescent rocks poured down its slopes. Volcanic bombs and lapilli 
(rock fragments) were thrown high into the sky as flashes of lightning zigzagged about the 
cone. Many settlements at the foot of the volcano were destroyed completely and the town 
centre of Libog (present-day Santo Domingo) was only saved by what was described as a 
‘ridge’ that retained the flow of lava within the preexisting channel of the Basud River. An 
eyewitness account suggests that an accompanying pyroclastic surge overwhelmed some 
women as they dried their hair out the windows, leaving their bodies to be discovered in this 
position.27 Ash reportedly fell over an 80 kilometre radius, while the volcano’s subterranean 
rumblings were heard as far afield as Manila. Reliable estimates place the number of dead at 
approximately 200 people.28 Both these eruptions were larger with a VEI of at least four.29 
Eruptions in the twentieth century have been smaller, only reaching a VEI of 3 (1984), but 
have still been destructive.30 There were few or no casualties from the eruption that began on 
10 September 1984, but PHIVOLCS considered it prudent to order an evacuation of more 
than 73,000 people from the danger zone. During the more recent eruption of 3 February 
1993, a pyroclastic density current sped downhill at approximating 300 kilometres an hour, 
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catching many farmers in their fields and killing 77 people as well as causing losses to 
farmland, crops, fisheries and wildlife.31 
People living within close proximity to the volcano are also at risk from lahars, even 
when an eruption is not in progress. The loose-lying debris from the continuous volcanic 
activity that covers the mountain’s slopes pose their own dangers and can be suddenly 
unleashed by the torrential rains of passing tropical storms or typhoons.32 This material can 
flow with considerable volume; boulders are usually transported in debris flows several 
metres deep, though much shallower depths are able to upset the equilibrium of even 
relatively large rocks several metres in diameter. Once set in motion, however, there is 
nothing to stop the descent of these boulders until they reach the low depressions at the base 
of the mountain or roll into the Gulf of Albay. 
There are, at least, three documented accounts when heavy rainfall caused major loss 
of life. The first great disaster of this kind happened in October 1776 when thousands of 
people were reported to have died, although there are no precise mortality figures.33 The 
second occasion is often erroneously attributed to an actual eruption of Mayon Volcano on 31 
October 1875. A close reading of the accounts, however, suggests instead that the probable 
cause of the 1,500 deaths were the lahars unleashed by the rainfall of a passing typhoon. 
Quite apart from the number of casualties, the mudflows devastated an area of farmland 
greater than in many previous eruptions.34 The result on both these occasions was one of 
desolation, leaving behind ‘a mere expanse of bowlders [sic] and sand with pieces of wood 
and branches of twigs to mark the place where once was a field, a garden, or a thriving 
community’.35 
Lahars remained a constant menace, threatening sudden death to communities 
throughout the twentieth century. Leopoldo Faustino, assistant chief of the Division of 
Geology and Mines, warned of just such another impending tragedy in a letter to the 
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provincial governor of Albay, Mariano Locsin, shortly after the eruption in June 1928. After 
visiting the volcano, he wrote that there was a danger ‘at the present time from the fragmental 
materials lying unstable on the slopes of the volcano, which with the coming rains may sweep 
down the mountain sides in torrential flood’, and urged that the inhabitants of settlements in 
their path be warned of the danger.36 In November 2006, Typhoon Reming (international 
codename Durian) did just that as it swept through the Bikol provinces, dumping over 460 
millimetres of rain on the sides of the volcano and causing massive lahars that officially 
killed 754 people but unofficially perhaps as many as 1,200, and affected 1.54 million more. 
It also devastated the surrounding rice fields and coconut plantations.37 
To the inhabitants of the province of Albay, volcanic eruptions are not infrequent 
events that occur at intervals of two or three centuries. Instead, eruptions are just another 
thing that locals have had to learn to live with and have come to expect as necessarily a part 
of the daily routine of life ‘under the volcano’. At the same time, the constant and growing 
human activity around the base of the volcano has reshaped the environment over the 
centuries to such an extent that it affects the manner in which eruptions unfold, influencing 
the direction and extent of lava flows and lahars. This cultural adaptation on the one hand, 
and this physical restructuring of the landscape on the other hand, has led to the emergence of 
a co-volcanic society around Mayon Volcano. 
 
MAYON VOLCANO’S EFFECTS ON SOCIETY 
 
As might be expected from so much volcanic activity and plentiful rainfall throughout the 
year, the plains of Albay are very green and fertile. In fact, the four provinces of the Bikol 
region were historically considered among ‘the richest on Luzon’ due to their agricultural 
wealth.38 From Mayon’s summit, according to Faustino, who climbed its slopes on his visit to 
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the volcano in 1929, ‘Land and sea, fields and forests, villages and towns with their churches 
and government buildings stretch out in diminutive form as far as the eye can see’.39 
Volcanic soils or andisols cover less than 1 per cent of the world’s surface yet they support 
10 per cent of the world’s population, including some of the highest human population 
densities. The fertility of volcanic soil lies partly in its non-crystalline mineral content, which 
reacts favourably with growing organic matter, and partly in a powdery consistency that 
retains a high amount of water beneficial to plant growth.40 This soil is the result of 
accumulated volcanic ash that follows eruptions and forms a nutrient-rich layer that facilitates 
plant growth and agriculture as long as the depth does not exceed 15cm. If the ash is too 
deep, however, the cinder-mulch leads to an imbalance of minerals and adversely affects the 
health of plants and animals.41 
Soil apart, the regularity of eruptions also has had a dramatic impact on the 
surrounding vegetation, affecting the distribution and type of plants, especially on the 
volcano’s flanks. The entire summit of Mayon was reportedly ‘entirely barren’ when Fedor 
Jagor, the German naturalist and explorer, climbed the volcano in 1859/60.42 Yet by 1929, 
Mayon’s northern and western slopes were swathed in vegetation almost to its tip, with trees 
up to 50 centimetres in diameter heavily covered with epiphytes, suggesting that no heavy 
flows of lava or lahars had taken this direction for many years. At the same time, however, 
the southern and eastern sides of the volcano were practically barren, composed of nothing 
more than sand and boulders set to slide at every opportunity. Only the lower slopes were 
covered by cogan and other grasses, and an occasional patch of raspberries.43 In the 
surrounding plains, on the other hand, the andisols, the rich volcanic mulch, were very 
conducive to subsistence and, later in the nineteenth century, commercial agriculture. In 
particular, Albay had a thriving trade in abaca (Musa textilis), or Manila hemp, used 
extensively for rigging in sailing ships. Along with coconut trees (Cocos nucifera), much of 
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the region’s wealth was invested in these two exports.44 Though generally beneficial to 
agriculture, in the short term, eruptions could have serious consequences. Showers of dust 
and ash reach distances of over 40 kilometres, turning the leaves of abaca plants brown and 
wilting the fronds of coconut trees, often killing them.45 The wind direction is crucial in 
determining the extent of the devastation, even blasting the windward side of tree trunks and 
bamboo, while leaving the lee side green and apparently unharmed. However, this damage is 
usually only of a temporary nature.46 Captain Arlington U. Betts of the US Army, who later 
rose to become governor of Albay, described how the land that had ‘looked dead’ at the end 
of March 1900, with volcanic ash covering all vegetation, had, following the rains, been 
turned ‘within a few weeks’ into ‘the most beautiful green brilliance imaginable’.47 
While the volcano’s effect on the region’s soils and vegetation may be its most 
apparent impact, attracting population to cultivate the land under its shadow, Mayon has 
exerted an even more profound influence on the rhythm of daily life and the spatial patterns 
of human settlement. Living in close proximity to the volcano has required that people be 
ready to evacuate at a moment’s notice and be constantly reading the signs forewarning of an 
impending eruption. Warnings such as micro earthquakes, volcanic tremors, subterranean 
rumblings, ground deformation and signs of fire in the cone at night have often preceded an 
eruption.48 The town of Libog, for instance, was ‘more or less deserted’ prior to the eruption 
of 27 June 1928 as its inhabitants had heeded the signs and had evacuated.49 Sometimes, 
these warnings began weeks beforehand, spreading terror amongst local residents and 
persuading entire communities to flee and leave whole towns deserted ‘for more than a 
month’ at a time.50 At least 5,000 ‘panic-stricken’ people reportedly abandoned their homes 
near the base of the volcano in 1928 and moved to places of safety such as the refugee camps 
set up under the supervision of the Red Cross.51 Still, this was preferable to the danger that 
otherwise came upon people caught unawares. Pyroclastic surges of swiftly flowing, dense 
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clouds of hot gases, ash, and lava fragments known locally as lawi lawi might sweep silently 
down the flanks of the volcano and suddenly overwhelm the unsuspecting inhabitants in the 
lands below. Such was the fate that overcame Barrio Bigaa, an outlying settlement of Legazpi 
in June 1928, as ‘men, women, and children seeking safety, ran pell-mell, carrying what little 
belongings they could gather together on the spur of the moment, driving before them in all 
directions domestic animals filling the air with shrieks and howls – a veritable 
pandemonium’.52 Much of the surrounding land is vulnerable to this peril: a pyroclastic 
density current on 21 April 1968 reached 7 kilometres from the summit and descended to an 
elevation of 200 metres.53 
While the temporary need to evacuate existing settlements was seemingly a constant 
feature of life around the volcano, the site of the towns themselves was often determined by 
the particular characteristics of Mayon’s eruptive phases. While wind direction was always 
an important determinant in deciding which communities were more at risk than others, 
successive eruptions did change the contours of the cone’s rim and therefore affected the 
direction lava and lahars might take. Seasonal wind directions in the Philippines are 
dominated alternatively by the trade winds and the monsoons. Between September/October 
and May/June, the prevailing wind is from the east (Amihan) and characterised by moderate 
temperatures with little or no rainfall, but for the rest of the year, the prevailing wind is from 
the west (Habagat) and characterised by hot and humid weather with frequent heavy rainfall. 
The exact fallout area of any ash cloud, therefore, reflected when the eruption occurred, with 
some settlements being more at risk than others at certain times of the year. If seasonal wind 
directions have not fluctuated dramatically over recent centuries, the likely direction of lava 
flows and lahars has changed dramatically on several occasions. Towns considered relatively 
safe when settled might later prove to be in the direct path of oncoming lava and lahars as the 
height of the cone’s sides varied or the channels that ran down the flanks of the volcano 
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shifted. Father José Coronas noted just such developments in his treatise on the 1897 eruption 
of Mayon, observing how the path the lava took had changed over the years. Beginning with 
a description of the 1814 eruption, the lava had destroyed the towns of Cagsawa, Camalig 
and Budiao, all situated on the southern side of the volcano. Similarly, the flow of lava had 
all been to the south and southeast in the 1871, 1881, 1885, 1886 and 1887 eruptions. During 
the latter eruption, however, the volcano’s cone had been modified and, in the eruption of 
1890, the lava flowed down the eastern flank of Mayon in the direction of the town of Libog, 
which had been previously largely spared such danger.54 
The shifting nature of this threat persuaded entire communities to relocate on 
occasion. The inhabitants of the doomed town of Cagsawa had petitioned the provincial 
governor to transfer their town to Daraga in 1771 due to the dangers posed by frequent 
lahars.55 Alas, the relocation was not realised before the deadly eruption of 1 February 1814. 
This is the first event for which there are detailed records of the course and aftermath of the 
eruption. Accounts give a harrowing description of its progress and of the deaths of 1,200 
residents in nearby settlements.56 In all, maybe some 30,000 people were directly affected. 
However, it is the ensuing debate over the relocation of certain towns that is most 
illuminating. Three towns – Cagsawa, Camalig and Budiao – were quite literally burnt to the 
ground, while two others – Guinobatan, and the provincial capital Albay – were badly 
damaged, though the churches and municipal buildings of both places survived. A new vent 
had reportedly opened on the volcano’s flanks and had proven particularly fatal to the town 
of Budiao, which had literally been ‘erased’ from the earth with as many as 200 people alone 
perishing in the church.57 
The question of relocation was picked up again with renewed urgency in the 
aftermath of the disaster. Already by 16 February, the provincial governor of Camerines 
wrote to the governor general in Manila suggesting that not only the five ruined towns of the 
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Iraya be relocated but that the remaining three also be removed to a safer area.58 In fact, many 
local townspeople had already taken matters into their own hands and had moved to new 
locations. The inhabitants of Camalig, for instance, had settled more than a league (5.5 
kilometres) away from the volcano but near enough to their old site that the remaining 
residents could still use the existing irrigation system to water their new fields. With the 
support of the local parish priest they petitioned the provincial governor to officially 
recognise their move and asked, in addition, for relief from tribute and taxation for the next 
seven years so as to allow them to properly establish a new town.59 The inhabitants of 
Guinobatan petitioned for much the same favours, with their parish priest, Father Francisco 
Tubino, pointing out how in the space of five and a half hours ‘the work of countless years of 
sweat and toil by their ancestors had been lost’.60 In the event, the devastated towns of 
Budiao and Cagsawa were merged into a single settlement and removed to a new site at the 
village of Daraga much along the lines originally proposed in 1771. The extreme example of 
1814 vividly demonstrates how the volcano exerted an influence over the actual location of 
settlements, attracting people to establish them in the first place, and then influencing their 
relocation to alternate sites according to the changing profile of its eruptions.  
Not only did the volcano affect the spatial pattern of human settlement but its 
menacing presence influenced the minds of the people who lived in them. Volcanoes figure 
in the Bikol folk epic, the Ibálong, the extant verses of which clearly describe some 
cataclysmic eruption in pre-Hispanic times that caused extensive morphological changes to 
the surrounding landscape.61 Mayon is also the subject of a myth in which a beautiful 
maiden, Magayón, and her lover are slain on her wedding day, and she is subsequently 
transformed into the volcano. On days when the volcano’s summit is shrouded in clouds, old 
people say that the two are kissing.62 With Christianity, however, natural hazards were 
typically depicted as forms of gaba or divine punishment for one’s past actions, or sins that 
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fall on the innocent as well as the guilty.63 Such is the recurring motif in most pre-twentieth-
century accounts of eruptions which are generally explained in such terms. The 1814 
eruption, for example, is accounted for in terms of punishment for some unspecified 
wrongdoing. A circular from the vicar general of Nueva Caceres distributed shortly after the 
eruption rationalised the event as a form of ‘Divine Justice, angry at our sins’, and 
admonished priests and their congregations to be more prudent in the future.64 One of these 
parish priests, pondering on his own survival, asked ‘Who among us thought to remain alive 
in the face of such clear manifestations of divine Justice?’.65 Although these attitudes were 
beginning to be questioned in the late nineteenth century and to be replaced by more 
‘scientific’ explanations, the notion of a vengeful God persisted. A rare vernacular account, 
written in Bikol of the 1897 eruption, still refers to it as God’s ‘way of punishing people’.66 
Nor have such attitudes completely died out in the contemporary Philippines.67 
In the 1897 eruption, the volcano even interfered directly in human affairs, 
influencing the course of events. The eruption took place during a lull in the Philippine 
Revolution, while that of 1900 occurred during the Philippine American War.68 What little is 
known about the 1900 eruption comes from the report of US soldiers fighting in the Bikol 
region at the time. Quite apart from commenting on the ‘nerve-racking’ experience the 
eruption had on the invading troops as the constant vibrations noisily rattled windows and 
doors, the volcanic dust seeped into every nook and cranny, contaminating food chests and 
affecting the reliability of watches and compasses. Even the troops’ rifles were rendered 
inoperative as the bolt mechanisms jammed, making it impossible to reload. Captain Betts 
wrote how this difficulty only added ‘to our already many worries, for if our rifles could not 
be used we were at the mercy of the bolo men from whom we were expecting an attack in 
force at any time’. In the event, republican forces had been just as unsettled by the eruption 
and had moved away from the volcano into the interior as rapidly as possible. American 
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soldiers also discovered that by cutting the toe out of a sock, slipping it over the barrel and 
tying each end around the bolt, there was ample room to empty and reload the magazine 
before the mechanism clogged again.69 
 
SOCIETY’S EFFECT ON VOLCANOES 
 
More difficult to discern but no less influential is human society’s effect on the volcano. On 
first consideration, it may be thought that people exert no influence on volcanic activity, and, 
obviously, the proximity of human settlement has no bearing on the type or timing of 
eruptions. Mayon lies in a chain of ten, mostly dormant, volcanic cones that form the Bikol 
Peninsula of south-eastern Luzon. Apart from Mayon, only Bulusan is known to be active, 
and it has erupted fifteen times since 1885. Most eruptions of Mayon are either Strombolian –
that is, small to medium in volume and consisting of the ejection of incandescent cinder, 
lapilli and lava bombs to altitudes of a few hundred metres – or Vulcanian – characterised by 
a dense cloud of ash-laden gas exploding from the crater and rising high above the peak, 
dispersing tephra and ash over a wide area of the surrounding countryside and usually ending 
with a flow of viscous lava.70 Human modification of the surrounding landscape, however, 
has had an influence on the course of eruptions, particularly in determining the direction of 
lava flows and lahars. Moreover, as human population and activities have intensified over the 
centuries so has this impact become more pronounced.  
The number of people living in Albay province has risen steadily in recent years from 
approximately 246,000 people in 1887 to a total of 1,314,826 according to the 2015 census. 
While this represents an annual growth rate of 1.32 per cent over the last century or so, the 
population has increased two and a half times since 1980.71 Earlier population densities are 
harder to estimate, though the number of people living in the Bikol Peninsula rose from 
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146,100 in 1794 to 487,500 by 1887.72 The peninsula was a prosperous region, and Father 
Aragoneses describes how intensive cultivation had reached even to the lower slopes of the 
volcano by 1814, which had been ‘converted into a wide and beautiful garden’. In the 
doomed town of Budiao, the town site closest to Mayon, the fertile fields yielded coconuts, 
cacao, abaca, all manner of fruit trees as well as root crops and vegetables.73 Enrique Abella 
y Casariego, the Spanish mining engineer who observed the 1882 eruption, noted how land 
was regularly cultivated to an altitude of 600m on the volcano’s flanks.74  
All this agricultural activity suggests that most of the forested areas had been cleared 
from around the base of the volcano by the beginning of the nineteenth century. While 
nothing will prevent pyroclastic density currents and surges or check lahars and debris flows, 
barriers, whether constructed (concrete dikes and earthen embankments) or natural like 
forests will temporarily slow their descent and limit the area affected. Similarly, the removal 
of such barriers or deforestation has the opposite effect. Recent forest clearance on the 
southern flanks of Semeru Volcano in East Java by Madurese immigrants is blamed for 
aggravating the damage caused during eruptions and by heavy rainfall.75 An absence of trees, 
moreover, increases the run-off rate of rainwater and augments the number of flash floods 
that develop into devastating debris flows as a result of the high sediment supply from the 
clear-felled slopes.76 The gradual deforestation of the land around Mount Mayon over the 
centuries, but especially after 1800, has extended the area affected by all forms of run-off 
from the volcano and increased the number of people at risk. 
On other occasions there are recorded instances of human activity made with the 
express purpose of diverting lahars or debris-laden flash floods. Valuable commercial 
farmland was constantly at risk from mudflows, especially during the traditional typhoon 
season between May and November. Faustino noted, however, how some plantation owners 
had devised ways and means to minimise the losses from such destructive flows by building 
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dikes or dams to protect their properties. While such measures may have limited the damage 
to their own fields, such constructions only diverted the flow to other properties ‘so the 
destruction was no less’.77 After the 1984 eruption, too, the Japanese International 
Cooperation Agency constructed a number of sabo dams in downslope areas in an attempt to 
mitigate the destructive flow of lahars during heavy rains. These have been subsequently 
rendered ineffective and abandoned (Figure 2) due to the constantly changing nature of the 
channels down the volcano’s flanks and the increased rate of sedimentation.78 
 
FIG>Figure 2 near here 
 
At other times, the effects of human ingenuity have had a more incidental but no less 
destructive impact on influencing the progress of eruptions. Under the American colonial 
administration, major infrastructural works were carried out both to promote trade and 
industry and facilitate the movement of troops and the Philippine constabulary. In particular, 
all-weather roads and a railway were built to connect Manila with the provinces; the road and 
railway connecting Albay (now known as Legazpi) skirted around the base of the volcano, 
crossing each other at certain points. Not only did these excavations act as artificial 
‘channels’ directing the paths that the lahars and debris-flows took but they also inadvertently 
created barriers that constrained or steered such flows toward unintentional ‘natural’ breaches 
at crossroads or other similar junctions. In the process, potentially lethal choke points were 
created where people, traffic and lahars might converge. At other times, lines of 
communication might be cut for months or even years by the boulders, sand, gravel and other 
volcanic debris washed down from the mountain. The road to Libog, for instance, damaged in 
the 1897 eruption, was only finally reopened in 1912.79 Even today, as an interview with a 
senior civil engineer in the local office of the Department of Public Works and Highways 
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confirmed, little consideration is given to such matters in the planning or construction of the 
modern road network.80 
Finally, the way humans have thought about the volcano has also changed, especially 
over the last century, and, in the process, this has had some bearing on the course of 
subsequent eruptions. There was a move to relocate the population immediately surrounding 
the volcano after the 1928 eruption, limiting the entry of future homesteaders and declaring 
Mayon a public park.81 In the event, the volcano was made a forest reserve in 1932, then 
declared a national park in 1938 by President Quezon before being proclaimed as Mayon 
Volcano Natural Park in 2000. Such designations, however, have not altogether prevented 
illegal settlers from farming its slopes. PHIVOLCS, too, as part of its disaster management 
strategy, has designated a Permanent Danger Zone (PDZ) 6 kilometres wide around the 
volcano in which farmers and residents are advised to cease all activity in the event of an 
eruption. This zone is further extendable to 8 kilometres in the high-risk area to the southeast 
of the volcano, from which residents are evacuated in times of alert.82 As notions of 
conservation and risk have changed over the twentieth century, prompting a reappraisal of 
who can live close to the volcano and what activities they can pursue, there has been a 





The history of the Philippines, as anywhere else, is largely shaped by the interrelationship 
between the natural and the human, of the physical and the social. Susanna Hoffman and 
Anthony Oliver-Smith refer to this human–environmental interaction in terms of ‘mutuality’, 
where outcomes are determined by both factors acting upon each other.83 Both the culture of 
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the society and the nature of the environment are the product of a long-term interaction over 
time. In order to understand the measure of this interaction, the risk so to speak, there is a 
need, as Susan Stonich so aptly phrases it, to ‘balance the cultural/social construction of 
nature with a meaningful consideration (and analysis) of the natural construction of the 
cultural and social’.84 Around Mayon, this mutuality is expressed in terms of a co-volcanic 
society, where the mountain helps shape the culture of the human society around it, and the 
human society, in its turn, exerts an influence on the topography of the mountain and its 
natural processes. Disasters occur in this relationship ‘at the intersection of nature and culture 
and illustrate, often dramatically, the mutuality of each in the constitution of the other’.85 
The hallmark of a co-volcanic society depends on whether eruptions have had a 
significant effect on the culture of the communities living around volcanoes and whether 
human activities have impacted upon their natural processes. As regards the former, it is not 
difficult to discern the effect of the volcano on local culture, whether as regards the actions 
taken that are more directly attributable to an eruption, or where disasters have acted more as 
a catalyst of change in the longer term. Archaeological evidence suggests that the key 
variable in this respect is not magnitude but frequency. Disasters which occur frequently over 
relatively long periods of time can instigate adaptation and engender cultural change or, 
alternatively, they may retard any such developments. In this respect, disasters are perceived 
not so much as purely natural events but also as social ones that are explained or refuted 
according to how a threat is interpreted through a specific cultural and temporal lens.86 
Unlike many other volcanoes in the Philippines that erupt irregularly at intervals of several 
centuries, Mayon is almost constantly in eruption. Faustino, for instance, estimated that there 
was an eruption about every four years, an average that still holds true depending on whether 
you include very small events.87 Here, then, are the three factors identified by Wenger and 
Weller as crucial to the emergence of a disaster subculture: Mayon erupts repetitively; the 
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nature of these eruptions is mainly but not always heralded by a series of micro earthquakes, 
volcanic tremors, subterranean noises and an incandescent dome; and the consequences of 
these eruptions cause significant damage to human and material resources, most notably in 
1814 and 1897. In the archipelago, only Taal Volcano proffers a similar profile. 
However, a co-volcanic society is one where the hazard not only exerts an influence 
on human society but also one where the actions of that society affect the natural processes of 
the hazard. Here, of course, the evidence is more tentative and requires deeper research that 
may have to delve beyond the confines of the archival and documentary and involve the 
collaboration of volcanologists, geographers and soil scientists amongst others. But even in 
the documentary record, there is sufficient evidence to suggest that human activities and the 
way people have thought about the volcano has had some influence on, at least, how 
eruptions took place. Human activity and perceptions have modified the environment and the 
topography around the volcano, and thereby influenced in some measure the direction and 
extent of pyroclastic density currents, lahars and debris flows.88 To some extent, at least, 
volcanic eruptions, or the manner in which they occur, are also social constructions. 
Over the centuries, society and environment have adapted to one another to create a 
co-volcanic society around Mount Mayon. By drawing attention to the mutuality between 
society and environment, the concept of co-volcanic societies has important considerations 
for both historiography and contemporary disaster risk reduction (DRR) in the Philippines. 
As regards historiography, the notion of co-volcanic societies explores the ways in which 
environmental factors help shape the course of human history as well as highlighting the 
historical role of humans in modifying environmental processes. The volcano must loom 
large in any history of the region that is shaped not just by human activity but also by natural 
processes. Historically, the population of Albay has been governed by the dynamics of 
diametrically opposing forces: the menace of the volcano that drives people away from the 
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hinterland towards the coast on the one hand, and the threat of Moro raiders whose 
depredations forced people to abandon the coast for the safety of settlements further inland on 
the other. How exactly these forces have shaped settlement patterns in Albay is beyond the 
scope of this article but certainly worthy of further consideration. The concept of co-volcanic 
societies reveals how risk is not simply a product of human social structures (that is, the 
power relations within society) but also the outcome of ‘natural structures’ (the balance of 
forces within the physical world). 
Also, by drawing attention to the importance of culture in determining people’s 
behaviour in the face of danger, the concept of co-volcanic societies has important 
applications for contemporary DRR in the Philippines. In the first place, it reveals the 
compound nature of risk, that it is both the product of the interaction between the physical 
world and human activity. Second, it highlights the importance of the local, the specific, the 
situational and the contextual, emphasising, in particular, the importance of historical 
considerations to any understanding of vulnerability and so to DRR. Third, it questions the 
validity of terminological classifications. As Mayon quite clearly illustrates, ‘volcanoes ain’t 
volcanoes’; that is, some volcanoes are very active and the risk posed by them very much 
depends on how frequently they erupt. Classifying volcanoes as either active or dormant or 
by their structure and composition (strato, dome, shield and cinder) pays insufficient attention 
to the human dimension. And, finally, thinking about societies as co-volcanic highlights how 
vulnerability is the product of culture. Culture or the way people perceive the world around 
them and act according to traditional patterns of behaviour over time should be a significant 
factor in determining the success of any measures taken to reduce risk.89 As Faustino 




The trees and plants damaged in July have recovered and once more the plains and 
slopes of Mayon are covered with green vegetation. People have returned to their 
homes, and the disturbance which caused no little commotion and mobilised all the 
government forces and the Philippine Chapter of the Red Cross has settled down – to 
wait for the next eruption.90 
 
As the history of the communities around Mount Mayon shows, societies that live under a 
volcano form part of a single interdependent system, each influencing the other, that together 
co-evolve over time. 
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